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Irish High Crosses and Continental Art:
Shades of Iconographical Ambiguity
KEES VEELENTURF

.

HE ENGLISH FUE1 and scholar William Empson distinguished seven types of ambiguity

in poetry, which he discussed in an influential book on that subject. * The following essay is
not a comparably systematic survey of ambiguity in iconography, but is merely a brief report on
some varieties or shadesof this phenomenon thatI have encounteredin my studies of early Irish
art. 2 One of the particular aspects that will be dealt with is the relationship between text and
image.

For iconographers studying Christian representations it is often difficult to detach the image
from the word. This is understandable, of course, since Christianity is a religion which takes its

knowledge and wisdom from a composite written work designated by the plural of the Greek
word for "book. " These bibliahave stimulated the transposidon of their contents into images, not

only as illustrations of texts, but also as derivatives in a wide variety of contexts. But the self-evidence assumedhere is not as obvious as it may seem. Firstly, the importance-perhaps even the
priority-of the visual may be inferred from the fact that, according to the Book of Genesis, God
created man in his own image and likeness. 3 This, of course, is an act full of meaning, which, paradoxically,

we

know from

Script ure

in the first

place. Secondly, iconographers

are

usually

art his-

torians, and art is predominantly concerned with the "languages" ofform: line, colour, space, volume, and texture.

The work of art reproduced in Figure 1 was made by the Icelandic-Dutch artist Sigur&ur
Gu&mundsson, and the words in its title are part of the work itself. Photograph andwords are:
Pavement, Street. In a poetic and humourous way this photo and text are a statement about the relationship of "language" and visual art. 41 believe that this work also conveys a message to the student of early medieval iconography, and so it provides a suitable starting point for this paper and
neatly summarizes some of the ensuing arguments.

Certain depictions of theophanies are among the most notoriously ambiguous themes in Early
Christian art and have generated considerable discussion. The Eastern way of depicting the Ascension of Christ, as seen, for example, in the RabbulaGospels miniature (Fig. 2) and the apse
mural of Chapel XVII in the monastery of Apollo(nius) in Bawit, has been analysed more than
once. 5 Not every scholar believed that this image shows the "historical" Ascension as narrated in
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1. SigurSurGu&mundsson, Pavement, Street,1973,colour photograph,text

Scripture. It has been interpreted as an eschatological theophany of Christ before his church,
represented by the Virgin Mary and the apostles, and as the exalted Christ in a supratemporal

theophany. The Ascension in the Acts of the Apostles also implies the Second Coming of Christ
because of the prophecy made to the apostles by the two men clad in white whowere present:
Ye men of Galilee, why stand you looking up to heaven? ThisJesus who is taken up from
you into heaven, shall so come asyou have seen him going into heaven.6

There can be no doubt thatJoseph Engemann was correct when he declared that these images
represent synchronously the biblical "historical"event of the Ascension, the exalted condition of

Christ over his church, as well as the future occasion of the Secundus Adventus. 1 Irrespective of
whether the multiple meanings of this image were a conscious or subconscious matter from its
creation, whatwe encounter in the EasternAscension image should be called deliberateor intentional ambiguity. This is probably the most common ambiguity found in Early Christian iconography.

In Irish high cross sculpture the same intentional polyvalence is inherent in the morphology
of the monuments. The cross itselfis most naturally perceived as the cross of the Passion. Iconographically speaking, Christ is crucified upon the high crosses themselves, as there is no indicadon of a Passion cross on the cross-heads on which the Crucifixion is carved. 8 However, as is often

stated, implied, or alluded to in both Scripture and theology, the eschatological connotations of
the cross shape are expressed simultaneously. At the end of time the sign of the Son of man will

appear as the harbinger of the LastJudge. Both aspects of the form of the cross, pertaining to
Passion and to Parousia, can be related to the Irish high cross. This is corroborated by the interrelationship of Crucifixion and eschatological theophany on both cross-head faces of a considerable number of high crosses.9

A cognate and very real ambiguity in the iconography of the high crosses is the figure of
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2. Florence, Biblioteca Medicea-Laurenziana, Ms. Plut. 1. 56. the Rabbula

Gospels from Zagba, Mesopotamia, A. D. 586, f. 13v

Christ in what seems to be an "abridged"Crucifixion scene. This type of representation is sometimes matched on the other face of the cross-head by a figure who must also be the crucified
Christ. 10 Since the double occurrence of the Crucifixion on one monument would be an

anomaly, one of the alleged Crucifixion scenes must have a different meaning. Indeed this figure
should not be regarded as representing the Crucified, but as depicting Christ as he will appear at
the end of time. This cruciate eschatological Christ figure carries a range of connotations, prominent among which are references to the Crucified and the sign of the Son of man. In the early
Middle Ages it was believed that Christ would be seen by the damned in this cruciate pose at the
end of time."

This particular interplay of meanings, which in the examplesjust mentioned are eschatological in nature, can lead to a much more deceptive ambiguity, that of composition. The west face
of the shaft of the Cross of Sts. Patrick and Columba in Kells is not neatly organized into panels
like many other high crosses. Beneath the scene of Christ in an Osiris pose in the centre of the
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cross-headis a Crucifixion.12Betweenthese two scenesis an eagle, andits position hasbeen questioned by several authors. 13Does this bird belong to the Crucifixionscene, or is it part of the eschatological representation, which some scholars call a Maiestas Domini? I4 The eagle must have
been generally understood in the Christianworld as a symbol of the Resurrection, and there can
hardly be any doubt as to the deliberate reason behind its ambiguous position on this high cross.
The eagle functions here as the connective-the hyphen, as it were-between the elements relating to the Passion, on the one hand, and Parousia, on the other. 15
The Crucifixion, an image that at first sight may seem rather straightforward, is in fact connected with the Christian cross in several ways. On the Irish high crosses the scene has a seemingly narrative aspect because of the figures of Stephaton and Longinus wielding the sponge
upon a pole and a lance, respectively. Since the Crucifixion is central to the Christian faith, every
present-day onlooker will sense at a glance that this image is not only the representation of an historical event, but that it is also symbolic in that it depicts the sacrifice ofJesus, thus establishing a
new phase in God's relationship with mankind. Members of Christian churches that emphasize
the ritual renewal of the Last Supper will readily connect the image of the Crucifixion with the
Eucharist, and perhaps with theJudgment Day at the same time. Of course central or core elements of the historical scene are needed to recognize its depiction in a more or less compressed
guise. For that reason the figure of the crucified Christ is needed, and if he is lacking the viewer
needs to see a cross. The figures of Stephaton and Longinus are not indispensable.Whyare they
there? Are they narrative elements in a symbolic scene or do they have symbolic significance
themselves?

Interesting light can be shed on this matter, and also on its methodological implications. Although the acts of Stephaton and Longinus have been rendered as simultaneous events in images, they took place before and after the death of Christ, respectively. Rene-Jean Hesbert has
drawn attention to a gospel manuscript tradition in which the Passion account in the Gospel of
Matthew has John 19:34 inserted between Matthew 27:49 and 27:50. Generations of believers

must have read or heard a Passion passage in Matthew's account that related:
And immediately one of them running, took a sponge, and filled it with vinegar; and
put it on a reed, and gave him to drink (Matt. 27:48). And the others said: Let be, let us
see whether Elias will come to deliver him (Matt. 27:49). But one of the soldiers with a

spear opened his side, and immediately there came out blood and water (John 19:34).
AndJesus again crying with a loud voice, yielded up the ghost (Matt. 27:50). 16
The tradition of this interpolated gospel text spans the period from the fourth to the twelfth century, and the Western tradition was especially strong in Ireland. 17 The well-known Crucifixion

miniature in the Irish Gospel book at St. Gall (Fig. 3), 18among others, hasbeen explainedusing
this interpolation. 19 In this miniature, as in many other Irish Crucifixion scenes, we see Christ
with open eyes upon the cross, accompanied by Stephaton and Longinus, who perform their
deeds. The explanation of Hesbert, who has studied the gospel interpolation and its contexts in
detail, seems at first to be well'founded and satisfactory.
However, asAloys Grillmeier has convincingly argued, Hesbert's sensible interpretation does
not explain what we really see in this early Crucifixion image. This configuration cannot be
"read"like a text, interpolated or not, and it certainly is not a mere illustration of such a text. The
ambivalence expressed in the synchronicity of the deeds of Longinus and Stephaton appears to
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3. St. Gall, Stiftsbibliothek, Ms. 51, Irish Gospel

book, A.D. 750-800, p. 266, Crucifixion

have a number of causes. First, we should realize that what we consider to be a mixture of his-

torical representation and symbolism must have been for early medieval Christians a true rendition of reality. The early medieval perception of time, eschatologically and liturgically coloured
as it is, must be regarded as being partly responsible for the merging of multiple and disparate
events in one image and their projection onto one surface. The theological paradox of the hypostatic union in Christ, the antithetical combination of suffering and victory, the allusion to or representation of a supratemporal condition within a temporal setting-all of these aspects can be

distinguishedin the early Crucifixion image and contribute to its ambiguousnature.20The eternal life of the divine Christ and his humiliation at death as a human are both expressed in the
Crucifixion scene through the simultaneous actions of Stephaton and Longinus. What we learn
from this example is that we must attempt to discard all modern (pre)conceptions, ideas, and
constrictions in order to approach an unprejudiced view of the character of early medieval images. There is no doubt that such a "state of mind" can only be partially attained, but the effort

to do so is still necessary before we attempt to connect literary or historical data (like text interpolations in Scripture) with images. This example also shows that images cannot be viewed simply
as texts, as meaningful words in a syntactical order, since they have their own ways of conveying
meaning.
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4. Bamberg, Staatsbibliothek, Ms. msc.
bibl. 140, Bamberg Apocalypse, A. D.

1001-1002,f. 53r, LastJudgment

The somewhat loose connection between text and image in the early Middle Ages can be
demonstrated in a slightly different way by looking at the miniature on folio 53r in the Bamberg

Apocalypse (Fig. 4). 21There can be no doubt that this depicts the LastJudgment, and thatJohn's
Revelation offers sufficient material for the imagery of this theme. The text on the banderoles

carried by the two angels in the centre of the image is, however, not taken fromJohn's text, but
from the Gospel of Matthew. 22 This is not surprising, as cross-references and reciprocal borrowings are very much a part of the Scriptures. At the same time, however, this conflation dem-

onstrates that we should not believe too readily that texts and images always have tightly connected, direct relationships. Even in inscriptions, as in the example in the Bamberg Apocalypse,
we may have to make a small detour before the circle can be closed.

If texts withinimages can be problematic, whatabout texts and images that are not brought
togetherwithin the samework ofart? This can raise problems that are much more tantalizing, as
in the medieval iconographyof the Antichrist. Descriptions of the appearance of the Antichrist
can be found in early apocalyptic literature and have constituted a tradition in Eastern Chris-

tianity, but visual representations either singly or in narrative cycles appear to have been re-
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5. The Twelve Apostles, relief on the west face of the base of the high cross of
Moone, County Kildare

stricted to the Latin Christian tradition. In his study of this subject, Bernard McGinn concluded
that:

Not the least of the puzzles ... is the almost complete independence of the two tradidons. No physiognomy was ever illustrated as far as I know, and I can detect no real influence from the physiognomical descriptions upon Western pictures of the human fig-

ure ofAntichrist. The two traditions are like the proverbial ships passing in the night. 23
An example from Early Christian Irish art may lead ad absurdum, but when the apostle figures on
the base of the high cross at Moone (Fig. 5) are compared to the early medieval Irish texts that
describe the appearance of Christ's disciples, it becomes quite evident how frustratingly divergent
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and rudimentary the iconographer's materials sometimes are. To mention just five of Christ's
apostles described in such conflicting ways in these early Irish lists, how could we recognize:
John, with dark (wavy) hair but without any beard. Philip, all red, with a [long] beard.
Bartholomew, dark, curly hair with a (short) [long] beard. Thomas (moreover) has dark
hair and a (long) [short] beard. Matthew [the evangelist] (with dark, curly hair and a
long beard). 24

II

We can now turn to the relationship between representations-betweenvisual forms-for which
no direct connection with texts is at first apparent. It is a commonplace among medievalists that
in early medieval art originalitywas not a criterion for estimating the artistic value or status of a

work. The copyingofmodels or exemplarswasnormal practice.25This processofcopyingwasnot
just a straightforward linear procedure, as we know, for instance, from architecture which did not

reproduce its model faithfully, but often copied only its distinguishing elements or most signi-

ficant symbolic features.26 Partial or fragmentary copying is not the only problematic issue; the
shifting of iconographic meaning is another.

This last phenomenon can be demonstrated by the late medieval image type of "Christin distress" or "Christ on (the) cold stone, " as the Dutch name of this nonbiblical imagery translates. 27
"Christ in distress" shows the seated Christ seemingly waiting while his cross is being prepared.
This representation, which is a "summary" image of the last phases of the Passion, was a popular
and widespread Andachtsbild from the fourteenth to the sixteenth century in north-western Eu-

rope. It wasvery often executed as sculpture in the round. Manyyears agoVan der Osten showed

very plausiblythat the scene ofJobon the dunghill,28who is one ofthe Old Testamentprefiguradons of Christ, was subsumed into the devotional image of "Christ in distress. " The prototype of
the pitiful but patient sufferer has been replaced by its antitype in a development which must
have taken place during the fourteenth century, going through iconographic assimilation to
reach its final transformation. 29 In some cases only very close observation allows one to distin-

guishJob from Christ.30 The ambiguity of this image is created by an iconographical development whichwas stimulated by a typological connection.
The role of scriptural or theological typology cannot be underestimated, but does present
certain problems. Seeliger, for example, in his study of the iconography of the three Hebrews in
the fiery furnace in Early Christian art, concluded that (1) iconography, (2) the "imaginal" language ofliturgy and devotion, and (3) patristic theology cannot be linked directly. These fields all
developed in their own way, introducing digressions and divergences from their common root:
the wealth of typologies in Early Christian theology. Connections between iconography and liturgy, for example, did indeed exist because of their shared origin, but they had also become
more or less distant relatives thanks to changesintroduced by diachronicprocesseswithin the various fields themselves. 31

We come now to another type of ambiguity which is related to the typologically determined
shift of meaning, as in the examples ofJob on the dunghill and "Christ in distress" discussed
above, but is nevertheless different. This ambiguity appears in some highly idiosyncratic images
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6. Sts. Peter and Paul flanking a column surmounted
with a christogram, bottom of a gold-glass bowl from
Rome, late fourth century. NewYork, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Rogers Fund, 1916 (16. 174. 3)

on the Irishhighcrossesthat defyidentificationby the use offormal comparisons.32But ofcourse
we cannot abandon the practice of making such comparisons altogether. I suspect that formal
comparanda can even provide us with models that have a completely different iconographic

charge.Just such a model may have been responsible for the transmission of the iconography of
Sts. Paul andAnthony on the Irish high crosses.
The iconography of the two desert fathers is enigmatic in several respects. Firstly, the images,
like so many others on the high crosses, seem to come out of the blue. Secondly, despite the fact
that there are some generally accepted explanations for the inclusion of these Egyptian saints on

the crosses, the use of non-Irish evidence in these arguments remains a problem. 33 There may be
a clue for at least one element in this imagery: the actual disposition of the figures. My discussion
will be limited to the scene in which Paul and Anthony receive bread from a raven. As far as I am
aware, no formal origin has been proposed for this scene.
In looking at the possible origins of this scene it is necessary to follow in the footsteps of

some distinguished historians of Irish art and turn to Rome. It was there, in the late fourth cen-

tury, that a gold-glassbowl now in NewYork was made (Fig. 6). 34 The standing figures of Peter
and Paul are shown flanking a column on which is placed a christogram within a circle. If we

compare this to the carving on the west face of the cross-shaft of Kilnaruane, near Bantry,35 a
compositional similarity cannot be denied. If these representations are indeed related, an iconographic shift has taken place: the christogram of the Roman bowl has been transformed into a
raven depositing a loaf of bread. Such a change could have been made either deliberately or

through a misunderstandingof the original model. We do not know, of course, whether the Irish
sculptors had pristine models, or howcorrupted the iconographicintermediaries may have been.
There are some minor variants in the Irish iconographyof Sts. Paul and Anthony receiving
and sharing bread in the desert. For example, a table or pillar is lacking in the scene on the west

face of the South Cross in Castledermot (Fig. 7), and it is hard to make out whether the saints are
seated or standing. 36 The raven is once again shown depositing a loaf of bread between the two
hermits. This carving also has a parallel in the Roman iconography of Sts. Peter and Paul;
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7. Sts. Paul and Anthony on the west face of the

shaftof the South Cross at Castledermot, County
Kildare

8. Sts. Peter and Paul crowned by Christ, bottom of a
Roman gold-glass bowl, fourth century. New York, The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Rogers Fund, 1911
(11. 91. 4)

another fourth-century gold-glass bowl bottom from Rome has a medallion showing Peter and
Paul sitting on benches flanking a relatively small figure of Christ who holds wreaths above the
saints heads (Fig. 8). This composition is frequently found in the iconography of the two saints
and has its roots in imperial coin imagery. 37 The formal similarities are obvious; even the contours of the raven and bread correspond roughly to the Christ figure in the centre of the Roman
piece, as in the previous example with the shape of the chrismon within a wreath.
A final example is the decoration of the base of a terra-cotta bowl dating to the mid-fourth

centuryandfound on theViaAppia(Fig. 9)38It consistsofa stampedmedallion ofSts. Peterand
Paul who confront each other in profile and are seated on stools. Between their heads is the

chrismon, the monogram of Christ, within a wreath. On the north side of the high cross base at
Moone, a rather cumbersome raven hovers above the two Egyptian saints.39The similarity ofposition on the two objects is not matched by similarity of shape here, but there is again some resemblance.

A number ofother parallels can be found amongstthese EarlyChristiangold-glassimages.40
It should be noted, however, that not all of them depict Sts. Peter and Paul, and some display
other saints (whocanbe identifiedbyinscriptions) andeven marriedcouples.41 Nevertheless, the
frequency of Peter and Paul images on gold-glass is high.
A plausible reason for adopting compositional elements from this apostolic iconography may

have been that these images express concordia,42 in particular the concordia apostolorum. *3 This
unison finds a suitable parallel in that of the desert fathers44 sharing the bread brought by a

raven. 45 The fact that some of the formal variants of this iconography have parallels in the iconographyofSts. PaulandAnthonyin Irelandmustbe regardedassignificant.It shouldnot be sug-
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9. Relief of Sts. Peter and Paul on the bottom of

a terra-cotta bowl from Rome, fourth century.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Fletcher
Fund, 1952 (52. 25. 1)

gested that these comparanda from Rome were the models for the Irish Paul and Anthony scenes,

but it does seem likely that a formal origin for the Irish Paul and Anthony reliefs46 can be found
in early images of Sts. Peter and Paul from the centre of the Christian world.
Iconographic influences from Early Christian Rome also appear in the Irish rendition of the
Resurrection of Christ. 47 The Irish sculptors selectively adapted an element of the iconography
and not the entire composition. The mummy-like figure of the dead Christ beneath a flat tombstone or sarcophagus lid on the bottom panel of the shaft of the Cross of the Scriptures in Clonmacnois is resuscitated by a bird (Fig. 10). 48 The same scene, was carved in exactly the same posidon on the Cross of Durrow, 49 the West Cross in Monasterboice, 50 and the Market Cross in Kells

(Fig. II).51 The origin of this motifis quite unclear and is not really biblical,52 but the other figures in the scene, the dozing guards, can be found on a number of Roman sarcophagi. A wellknown example is the marble Passion sarcophagus in the Museo Pio Crisdano in the Vatican,
which dates to the fourth century. 53 The central relief on one side (Fig. 12) is the symbolic image
of the Resurrection of Christ, consisting of a cross topped by a chrismon in a wreath, with a bird
on each cross-arm and two resting soldiers at the bottom. It wasin this way, rather than in a completely realistic and narrative fashion, that Christians in Late Antique Rome preferred to depict
the Resurrection of their saviour.

A number of similar designs can be found on other sarcophagi,54 for example, on the socalled sarcophagus of Constantine II, also from fourth-century Rome but preserved in Arles. 55
This example now lacks the chrismon. The Market Cross in Kells provides an Irish parallel, with a
cross inscribed in a circle, presumably a wreath, on top of a long stem between the two soldiers
(Fig. II). 56 Despite some minor differences, the four Irish scenes are clearly derived from images
such as those on the Roman sarcophagi. The combination of symbolic and anecdotal elements
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10. The Resurrection, the lowest panel on the west
shaft face of the Cross of the Scriptures at Clonmacnois, County Offaly

11. The Resurrection, the lowestpanel on the south
shaft face of the Market Cross in Kells, County Meath

on the sarcophagi to express the pivotal miracle in Christian history differs from the ambiguity
in the Crucifixion scene with Stephaton and Longinus. Here, the symbol needs to be comple-

mented by "narrative" or "anecdotal" elements so that the miraculous event is identifiable. In this
respect the Irish sculptor apparently perceived his model from a different perspective, for in the
high cross version the symbolism has been replaced by fanciful "realism.

The power of the ambiguous image may be the iconographer's defeat, as can be demonstrated with one frustrating example. On the base of the high cross of Moone is a carving
which shows a scene that has generally been interpreted as the Holy Family on the Flight into

Egypt (Fig. 13). 57It is apparently a unique scene in Irish high cross iconography. Equally idiosyncratic is the representation of the Flight on the Ruthwell cross in Dumfriesshire, Scotland (Fig.
14). 58 On this cross, the Holy Family moves from right to left, in contrast with the Moone depicdon, and this reversal of direction has led art historians to question whetherit is the Returnfrom

Egypt that is depicted at Ruthwell. The factor that has been seen as crucial is the direction of
movement, which is the opposite of that in other scenes on the cross, where "the normal western

narrative impulse is maintained-as in reading a text, so in reading an image, the narrative, the
action, moves from left to right. "59Moreover, elsewhere Flight and Return have been visualized
within the same framework as a kind of "mirror image. "60 It is possible, however, to argue against

these assumptions. Depictions of the Flight into Egypt usually display left-to-right movement, but
this is certainly not a hard-and-fast rule. 61 It is precisely this irregularity that again corroborates
the principle thatwe should not read imagesas if theywere texts.
In this connection it has already been noted that there was a liturgical feast in Ireland and
Northumbriawhich celebrated the Return from Egypt, but not the flight to avoid Herod's mas-
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12. The symbolic rendition of the Resurrection in
the centre of the front side of a fourth-century
Passion sarcophagus. Vatican, Museo Pio Cristiano

13. The Return from Egypt (or the Flight into
Egypt?), middle panel on the south side of the base
of the Moone high cross, County Kildare
14. The Return from Egypt (or the Flight into

Egypt?), reliefon the lower part of the north side of
the Ruthwell cross, Dumfriesshire
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sacre. 62 From a liturgical point of view, then, the Return was more important in early medieval
Ireland than the Flight. The scene on the cross of Moone is certainly not there to function as part
of a narrative sequence, but most likely for a theological or a devotional purpose. 63 Direction of
movement in general thus does not. appear to be a firm criterion for identifying images of either
an outward journey or its counterpart. It may be modern preconceptions that lead us to identify
the scene on the cross at Moone as the more frequently depicted Flight instead of the Return. On

balance, it is very likely that the scene does indeedrepresent the Return from Egypt.64However,
we must admit that in a case like this we are at the limits of our methods, and that contradictory
evidence-herewith respect to the "reading"of direction-does not allow us to call our data definitive.

This is not the place for a discussion of another field full of fascinatingambiguities: the socalled abstract ornament on the high crosses and in almost all other mediain early Insular art.
Mere reference to the work ofVictor Elbern and Robert Stevenson, the foremost "early" scholars

who explored optical ambiguitiesin Insularornament, will have to suffice.65The kinetic qualities
of ornament and its implications have become the object of new research in which methods of
interpretation not usually employed in art history are explored. 66 Thanks to these studies we
know that the term "abstract" is not a fitting description of all Insular ornament, since even nonfigural designs may have a symbolic or to some degree even a representational significance. 67

Ill

What, then, is the basis of iconographical ambiguity in early medieval Christian art? At least four
different components played a role. There is first of all its tendency to use cross-references, as in

Scripture, whichoften generatedvisual reciprocitybetweenantetype andfulfilling type. Secondly,
weshouldnot underestimate the role ofthe earlymedievalperception oftime, whichdidnot recognize sharp divisions between the linear dynamicrime of nature, the cyclic element of liturgy,
and the timelessness of the exalted church. In compliance with this attitude toward time is the
fact that it was not historicity in the modern sense of the word that was pursued in medieval art,

but the rendition ofwhatwasfelt to be experience, in whichearthly reality andreligiouswonder
are both present and equallyvalid. The final element involved in ambiguityis the fact that Chrisdan art is usually doxological, that it was meant to express the glory of God, as well as to contribute to it. These concepts explain, for instance, why early medieval images may display conflated

moments or ideas.It mustbe added,however, that the "untextual"characterofthe imageis a fact
that should always be taken into consideration.

In this briefsurvey two classes of iconographicalambiguityhave been distinguished:intentional ambiguitiesthatby nature belong to Christianimages, and ambiguitieswhichare raisedby
the methods of studying that iconography. The first type originated in the doxological and unhistorical character of early medieval Christian art. The second class emanates from our own

methodological limitations. We can thus conclude in a well-tried early Irish way by stating that
three things are needed in an iconographer: respect, alertness, and modesty.
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NOTES

1. W. Empson, Seven Types of Ambiguity, 3rd ed. (London, 1953); the first edition was published in 1930. For
bringing this book to my notice I wish to thank Professor
E. de Jongh, who also remarked that "iconographical
ambiguity" is almost a tautology. I hope that this paper
will demonstrate that his observation would make an ap-

propriate motto for anystudyof earlyIrishimages.
2. 1 am very much aware that the word "ambiguity itself is subject to a number of semantic varieties, which
are listed in dictionaries, but I trust that here the in-

tended meanings will be articulated by their contexts.
Cf. Empson, Seven Types (as in note 1), 1: "An ambiguity,
in ordinary speech, means something very pronounced,
and as a rule witty or deceitful. I propose to use the word
in an extended sense, and shall think relevant to my sub-

ject any verbal nuance, however slight, which gives room
for alternative reactions to the same piece of language.
Sometimes . . . the word may be stretched absurdly far,
but it is descriptive because it suggests the analytical
mode of approach, and with that I am concerned."
3. Gen. 1:26-2'7 (cf. Gen. 5:1, 9:6), Wis. 2:23, Eccl. 17:1,
1 Cor. 11:'7, Col. 3:10.

4. Sigurdur Gudmiindsson, ed. Z.-Z. Eyck (Venlo, 1991),
62, 283. In the following quotation from a study on the
oeuvre of the artist this issue is also pursued, although
it is not this particular work that the author had in
mind (P. Hefting, "Het Grote Gedicht, " in Gudmundsson,
110-25, at 118): "Gudmundssoninsists that his shapes do
not generate language. Visual forms create their own language of shape, which has associations, has recognisable
or unrecognisable signs, and inevitably generates a language of words. But language does not form the basis of
these shapes-what does so is thinking in images. The tities [of hisworks] are more descriptive than narrative, do
not refer to what everyone knows, are not thought up
after the sculpture was completed. " This passage is a not
very accurate translation of the Dutch text on the facing
page 119, but is nevertheless pertinent.
5. Florence. Biblioteca Medicea-Laurenziana,Ms. Plut.

I. 56, Rabbula Gospels, from Zagba, Mesopotamia, A. D.
586, f. 13b; apse mural at Bawit, Al-Minya, Egypt,
fifth-seventh century (Chr. Ihm, Die Programme der christliche. n Apsismalerei vom vierten Jahrhundert bis zur Mitte
des achfen Jahrhunderts [Forschungen zur Kunstgeschichte und christlichen Archaologie 4] [Wiesbaden,
I960], pl. xxill:!). For more detailed discussions of
these images, seeJ. Engemann, "Zu den Apsis-Tituli des
Paulinus von Nola, "7MC 1'7 (I974)' 21-46> Pls- 1-7. at

6. Acts 1:9-11.

7. Engemann "Apsis-Tituli" (as in note 5), 72; Veelenturf, Dia Brdtha (as in note 5), 73 n. 301.

8. There are three exceptions to this rule: the Crucifixion scenes on the South Cross shaftin Clonmacnois
(P. Harbison, The High Crosses of Ireland: An Iconographical and Photographic Survey [Bonn, 1992], 55-56 [W3],
figs. 156, 899), on the east face of the cross-head of the
unfinished cross in Kells (Harbison, High Crosses, 112
[head, centre], figs. 360, 887), and on the west face of
the baseof the Moone high cross (Harbison, HighCrosses,

155 [W2], figs. 514, 515).
9. These matters are discussed at more length in Vee-

lenturf, Dia Brdtha(as in note 5), chap. 5, "The Crucified
and the Eschatological Christ, " in particular pp. 135-36,
142-43.
10. This is the case with the South Cross in Graiguena-

managh and the cross of Kilgobbin (Harbison, High
Crosses [as in note 8], 97, figs. 315, 316, and 117, figs.
383-385, respectively); cf. Veelenturf, Did Brdtha (as in
note 5), 182 (table 4).

11. See Veelenturf, Dia Brdtha (as in note 5), chap. 5,
"The Crudfied and the Eschatological Christ, " especially

pp. 137-39. In the tables on pp. 179-83, the identificaions of cruciate eschatological Christ figures on Irish
high crosses are listed.

12. Harbison, High Crosses (as in note 8), 110 (W2,
head, centre), figs. 353-355, 898, 943.
13. H. M. Roe, The High Crosses of Kells, 2nd ed.
(Meath, 1959), 22; Harbison, High Crosses (as in note 8),
110-11;R. Stalley, "Scribe and Mason: The Book ofKells
and the Irish High Crosses, " in The Book of Kells: Proceedings of a Conference at Trinity College, Dublin, 6-9 September 1992, ed. F. O'Mahony (Aldershot, 1994), 25'7-65,
. 560-63 (pis. 81-84), 566 (pl. 87), 568 (pl. 90), at 259-60;
Veelenturf, Dia Bratha (as in note 5), 64-66.

14. On the identifying tags used in connection with
this image, see Veelenturf, Dia Brdtha (as in note 5),
64-68; K. Veelenturf, "Apocalyptic Elements in Irish
High Cross Decoration?" in Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on Insular Art, Cardiff, 3-6 September 1998, ed. N. Edwards, J. Knight, A. Lane, M.
Redknap, and S. Youngs (Oxford, forthcoming).
15. The eagle is also depicted above the Crucified on
the high cross of Durrow (Harbison, High Crosses [as in
note 8], figs. 256, 870); between the feet of Christ on
Muiredach's Cross in Monasterboice, where on the re-

nies and Irish High Crosses (Amsterdamse historische

verse the eagle is seen above the head of Christ the
Judge (Harbison, High Crosses, figs. 481, 473); and on the
Cross of the Scriptures in Clonmacnois, where it appears

reeks, kleine serie 33) (Amsterdam, 1997), 71-73.

in a roundel beneath the feet of the crucified Christ and

39-41; K. Veelenturf, Dia Brdtha: Eschatological Theopha-
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above the head of the Judge (Harbison, High Crosses,
figs. 141, 134). For the eagle as a symbol of the Resurrection, see L. Wehrhahn-Stauch,"Aquila-Resurrectio," Zeit-

schrift des Deiitschen Vereins fur Kunstwissenschaft 21
(1967), 105-27.
16. I have quoted Vulgate passages from the Douay-

Rheims translation. For the interpolated phrasings in
the manuscripts, see R. -J. Hesbert, Leprobleme de la trans-

fixion du Christ dans les traditions biblique, patristique,
iconographiqi te, liturgique

et

musicale (Paris,

Tournai, and

Rome, 1940), 51-64 (Latin gospel manuscripts, pp.
52-59).
17. Hesbert, Probleme (as in note 16), 52-59.

18. St. Gall, Stiftsbibl., Ms. 51, Irish Gospel book, A. D.
750-800, p. 266.
19. Hesbert, Probleme (as in note 16), 83-146 (St. Gall,
Ms. 51, p. 266: 96-98, pl. v).
20. Cf. A. Grillmeier, Der Logos cm Kreuz: Zur christolo-

29. G. van der Osten, 'Job and Christ: The Development of a Devotional Image, "/WC/ 16(1953), 153-58,
pis. 20, [21], at 155-58.
30. Cf. Van der Osten, 'Job and Christ" (as in note 29),
155-56, pl. [21]. At the conference in Princeton I demonstrated the similarity by showing a reproduction of a
stone sculpture of Job, dating to ca. 1415, in the Sint-

Martenskerk ofWezemaal, Flanders, and a sculpture of
Christ in distress"in the church of SaintNizier, Troyes
(Aube), France, dating to ca. 1500, for which see H.
Sibbelee and F. van der Meer, Imago Christi: Christusbeeltenissen in de

sculpt uur

benoorden

Alpen

en

Pyreneeen (Ant-

werp, 1980), 93, 146-47.
31. H. R.

Seeliger,

"Tla'ka. i

MdpT upsi;:

Die

dreijung-

linge im Feuerofen als Types in der spatantiken Kunst,
Liturgie und patristischen Literatur, mit einigen Hin-

gischen Symbolik der dlteren Kreuzigiingsdarstellung (Mu-

weisen zur Hermeneudk der christlichen Archaologie,"
in Liturgie und Dichtung: Ein interdisz.iplindres Kompendium,vol. 2, Interd.isziplindreReflexion(PietasLiturgica2),

nich, 1956), 6-10, 118; Veelenturf, Dia Brdtha (as in note

ed. H. Becker and R. Kaczynski (Sankt Ottilien, 1983),

5), 139-42, cf. 15ff.

21-Bamberg, Staatsbibliothek, Ms. msc. bibl. 140,
from the scriptorium ofReichenau,A. D. 1001-1002.
22. K. Veelenturf, "Wie is er bang voor een nieuw mil-

257-334, at 317-18:
Was . . . sicher einleuchtet, ist, dafi man die Iko-

nographie der Monumente, den Typenschatz und

lennium? Het 'profetische' in de kunst rond het jaar
1000, in Ditis heteindeniet (Profetiemethetoogop hetjaar

die Bildersprache van Liturgie und Frommigkeit

2000), Onderbreking 2, ed. M. Barnard and A. van der

auseinander ableiten kann und darf, wie das die al-

Werff (Kampen, 1998), 65-89, at 83-84 with fig. 6 [p.

tere Forschung wollte, wenn sie in bestimmten Gebeten oder Lektionsordnungen die Vorbilder der

76]; cf. p. 70. The quotations on the banderoles were

sowie der patristischen Theologie nicht unmittelbar

taken from Matthew 25:34 and 25:41.

sepulchralen

23. B. McGinn, "Portraying Antichrist in the Middle
Ages, " in The Use and Abuse of Eschatology in the Middle
Ages (Mediaevalia Lovaniensia, series 1, studia 15), ed. W.

glaubte. . . . Langst hat man namlich erkannt, daB
es sich allenfalls um eine gemeinsame Wurzel han-

Bilderwelt

erkennen

zu konnen

24. D. 0 Croinin, "CummianusLongusand the Icon-

deln kann, aus der als verschiedene Zweige ein
GroBteil der altchristlichen Ikonographie,dasArsenal patristischer typologischer Argumentation und
auch betrachtliche Teile der liturgischen Bilderwelt

ography of Christ and the Apostles in Early Irish Literature, in Sages, Saints, and Storytellers: Celtic Studies in

pologienschafafruhchristlicherTheologie. . . . Frei-

Verbeke, D. Verhelst, and A. Welkenhuysen (Leuven,
1988), 1-48, at 1-2, 28 (quotation).

hervorgingen. Diese gemeinsame Wurzel ist der Ty-

Honour ofProfessorJames Carney (MaynoothMonographs
2), ed. D. 0 Corrain, L. Breatnach, and K. McCone (Maynooth, 1989), 268-79, esp. 278, with the quoted English

einem eigenem, ganz speziellen Zweck innerhalb

translation of Irish texts 4-5 on pp. 2'72-73.

gebildet.

25. This is most clearly evident in so-called model-

lich wird jede typologische Reihe dabei stets zu
eines speziellen Argumentationszusammenhanges

books, for which see R. W. Scheller, Exemplum: Model-

Und dementsprechend ist fur die Interpretation
einesjeden Gebetes, einerjeden Leseordnung und

book Drawings and the Practice of Artistic Transmission in
the Middle Ages (ca. 900-ca. 1470), 2nd ed. (Amsterdam,

jedes Monumentes der christlichen Archaologie zu
fordern, d^Q sie selbstandig und aus sich heraus in-

1998).

26. See K. Veelenturf, "De kerk in Germigny-des-Pres
als zogenaamde architectuurkopie van de paltskapel te

terpretiert werden miissen. Diese sozusagen synchrone Ebene . . . ist aber aufs engste verschrankt

mit der diachronen Dimension, diejedes typologi-

Aken, Millennium: Tijdschrifl voor middeleeuwse studies 3

sche bzw.ikonographischeElementfur sich aufweist.

(1989), 115-27, at 117 (with references to classic studies

Dabei ist zu beobachten, daB die verschiedenen

on the subject by R. Krautheimer, G. Bandmann, A. Ver-

Gattungen der Kunst und des Kunsthandwerks . . .

beek, and W. E. Kleinbauer).

aber auch der Liturgie und Frommigkeit sowie der
Literatur nochmals ihre jeweilige Eigengeschichte

27. "Christus op (de) koude steen."
28. SeeJob 2:8.

haben , die Riickwirkungen auf die typolo-
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gischen Einzelelemente van langer Dauer haben
kann. So ist zu fragen, ob diese Einzelelementejeweils ihre eigene einheitliche Grundbedeutung
haben oder ob diese wechselt und ob diese den Test

der sinnvollen Interpretation aufverschiedenensynchronen Ebenen besteht.

32. This is in fact a typological method borrowed from
the discipline of archaeology, which, even if the uniqueness of many Irish representations is not taken into consideration. is not suited to the study of Christian ico-

nography; cf. Veelenturf, DiaBrdtha(as in note 5),12.
33. The intrusion of hagiographic figures into icon-
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no. 147, 274, fig. 23; N. P. Sevcenko, "Bottom of a Bowl
with SS. Peter and Paul Flanking a Column, " in Age of
Spirituality: Late Antique, and Early Christian Art, Third to
SeventhCentury. Catalogue, of the Exhibitionat the. Metropolitan Museum of Art, November 19, 1977, through February
12, 1978, ed. K. Weitzmann (New York, 1979), 5'70-71,
cat. 508.

35. C. P. Hourihane andJ. J. Hourihane, "The Kilnaruane Pillar Stone, Bantry, Co. Cork, " JCHAS 84 (1979),
65-73, at 67-68, pl. 11; 0 Carragain, "Meeting" (as in
note 33), 46-47 (iii); Harbison, High Crosses (as in note
8), 132 (Wl), fig. 441.
36. Harbison, High Crosses (as in note 8), 40 (W4), figs.

ographic programs which apparently consist almost ex-

109, 110.

clusively of motifs derived from Scripture has been ex-

37. New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, inv.
11. 91. 4. See Morey, Gold-Glass Collection (as in note 34),
73, no. 450, pl. xxxvi:450; Testini, "Iconografia"(as in
note 34), 313, no. 146; N. P. Sevcenko, "Bottom of a Bowl
with SS. Peter and Paul Crowned by Christ, " in Age of

plained by the reputation of the desert fathers as
founders of the monasdc life. The Irish Church, having

been a "monastic" church, is supposed to have revered
Sts. Paul and Anthony for that very reason. The sharing
of the bread by the two saints has been taken by some
scholars to have a eucharistic connotation, which would

have made this particular scene especially suitable for inclusion in high cross reliefs. In order to arrive at a full
understanding of the desert father scenes, the tiny scraps
of liturgical data from early Ireland had to be supplemented by information about Roman liturgical practice,
and this must be regarded as a serious methodological

problem. Our insightinto the acquaintanceof Sts. Paul
andAnthony in early Ireland certainly needs more study,
as does the question of distinguishing between their
"cults" in Britain and Ireland. For the most recent de-

tailed discussions of the Irish iconography of Sts. Paul
and Anthony, with references to older literature, see E.
0 Carragain, "The Meeting of Saint Paul and Saint Anthony: Visual and Literary Uses of a Eucharisdc Motif,
in Keimel.ia: Studies in MedievalArchaeology and History in
Memory of Torn Delaney, ed. G. Mac Niocaill and P. F. Wallace (Galway, 1988), 1-58, pis. l-xii; Harbison, High
Crosses (as in note 8), 304-8; P. Meyvaert, "A New Per-

spective on the Ruthwell Cross: Ecclesia and Vita Monastica, " in The Ruthwell Cross: Papers from the Colloquium
Sponsored by The Index of Christian Art, Princeton University (Index of Christian Art Occasional Papers 1), ed. B.
Cassidy (Princeton, 1992), 95-166, at 131-35.

34. New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, inv.
16. 174.3. See C. R. Morey, The Gold-Glass Collection of the
Vatican Library, with Additional Catalogues of Other GoldGlass Collections (Catalogo del Museo Sacro della Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana 4), ed. G. Ferrari (Vatican
City, 1959), 74, no. 455, pl. xxxvi:455; P. Testini, "L'iconografia degli apostoli Pietro e Paolo nelle cosiddette 'arti

Spirituality (as in note 34), 569-70, cat. 507.
38. NewYork, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, inv.
52. 25. 1. See Early Christian and Byzantine Art: An Exhibition Held at the Baltimore Museum of Art, April 25-June
22, Organized by the. Walters Art Gallery (Baltimore,
1947), 127, no. 642; J. W. Salomonson, "Kunstgeschichtliche und ikonographische Untersuchungen zu
einem Tonfragment der Sammlung Benaki in Athen,
Bulletin antieke beschaving: Orgaanvan de VereenigingAntieke Beschaving 48 (1973), 3-82, at 19-20, fig. 13; N. P.
Sevcenko, "Bowl with SS. Peter and Paul, " in Age of Spiri-

tuality (as in note 34), 569, cat. 506.
39. Harbison, High Crosses (as in note 8), 155 (N3), figs.
517, 518.

40. A survey including the examples already mentioned:

Compare the high cross carvings of: Arboe (0 Carragain, "Meeting" [as in note 33], 45 [i], pl. x; Harbison,
HighCrosses [as in note 8],16 [S4], figs. 33, 35); Armagh
(6 Carragain, "Meeting, " 45-46 [ii], pl. Xl; Harbison,

High Crosses, 22 [N3], fig. 48); North Cross, Castledermot (0 Carragain, "Meeting, " 4'7 [iv]; Harbison, High
Crosses, 37 [E2], fig. 101); East Cross, Galloon (0 Carragain, "Meeting, " 48 [vi], pl. xil; Harbison, High Crosses,
91 [W3], fig. 292); Cross of Patrick and Columba, Kells
(0 Carragain, "Meeting, " 49-50 [vii], pis. iv, IX; Harbison, High Crosses, 109 [head, north arm], figs. 345, 346,
951); Market Cross, Kells (0 Carragain, "Meeting, " 49-50
[viii]; Harbison, High Crosses, 104 [head, end of arm],

fig. 330); Muiredach's Cross, Monasterboice (0 Carragain, "Meeting," 50-51 [ix], pl. vi; Harbison, High

tenario del martirio degli apostoli Pietro e Paolo tenute, net

Crosses, 146 [head, top], figs. 485, 952), to the gold-glass
in Morey, Gold. -Glass Collection (as in note 34), 10, no. 36,
color pl. (no. 36), pl. vi:36; 14, no. 55, pl. ix:55; 16, no.

Pontificio Istituto di Archeologia Cnstiana (Studi di anti-

65, pl. x:65; 18, no. 72, color pl. (no. 72), pl. xii:72; 25,

chita crisdana 28) (Vatican City, 1969), 241-323, at 313,

no. 106, pl. xviii:106; 26-27, no. 112, pl. xix:112; 44,

minori, ' " in Saecularia Petri et Pauli: Conferenze per il cen-
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no. 242, pl. xxvi:242 (=Testini, "Iconografia" [as in note
34], 310, no. 126); 54, no. 315, pl. xxix:315; 57, no. 341,
pl. xxx:341 (=Testini, "Iconografia," 312, no. 140); 65,
no. 396, pl. xxxii:396 (=Testini, "Iconografia, " 322, no.
214).
Compare the scene on the South Cross of Castledermot (0 Carragain, "Meeting, " 47-48 [v], pl. ill; Harbison. High Crosses, 40 [W4], figs. 109, 110) to Morey,
Gold-Glass Collection, 8, no. 29, pl. v:29; 10, no. 37, pl.
vi:37; 13, no. 50, pl. vm:50 (=Testini, "Iconografia,"
31'7, no. 177); 13, no. 51, pl. viii:51 (=Testini, "Iconografia, " 317, no. 178); 16, no. 66, pl. xi:66; 18, no. 74,
pl. xii:74; 26, no. 109, pl. xviii:109; 43-44, no. 241,
pl. xxvi:241; 54, no. 314, pl. xxix:314 (=Testini, "Icon-

ografia, " 312, no. 136, 275, fig. 21); 65, no. 397, pl.
xxxm:39'7; 73, no. 450, pl. xxxvi:450 (=Testini, "Iconografia,"313, no. 146).
Compare the scene on the high cross of Moone
(0 Carragain, "Meeting," 51 [x], pl. v[a]; Harbison,
High Crosses, 155 [N3], figs. 51'7, 518, 953) to Morey, GoldGlass Collection, 44, no. 243, pl. xxvi:243 (=Testini,

"Iconografia, " 311, no. 127, 275 [fig. 22]).
Compare the scene on the cross shaft of Kilnaruane
(Hourihane and Hourihane, "Kilnaruane Pillar Stone"

[as in note 35], 67-68, pl. 11; 0 Carragain, "Meeting,'
46-47 [iii]; Harbison, High Crosses,132 [Wl], fig. 441) to
Morey, GoU-Glass Collection, 18-19, no. 76, pl. xil:'76; 74,
no. 455, pl. xxxvi:455 (=Testini, "Iconografia," 313, no.

ton.

45. An elaborate discussion, but inevitably out of date,

of the iconography of this event, as narrated by St. Jerome in §10-11 of his Vita Pauli, is provided by P. Noordeloos, "De ikonographie van het bezoek van Antonius

den Groote aan Paulusvan Thebe, " in Het gildeboek: Orgaan van het Sint Bernulphusgilde 24 (1941), 33-73, at
59-69. A division between the bringing of the loaf and
the sharing of it is not always very distinct on the Irish
crosses. A precursor for this scene can be found in 3
Kings 17:6, where the prophet Elias is also fed by ravens
in the desert.

46. The iconography of Sts. Paul and Anthony from
Britain falls beyond our scope.

47. This topic has been mentioned by F. Henry, Irish
Art during the Viking Invasions (800-1020A. D. ) (London,
1967), 182-84, albeit with no more specific reference
than to "some fifth century sarcophagi," and has been
discussed in a more balanced way by R. Stalley, "European Art and the Irish High Crosses, " PRIA 90C (1990),
135-58, at 149-53, referring to a "group of fourth-century sarcophagi in Italy. " More recently, the subject has
been examined from a completely different angle, for
which see Harbison, High Crosses (as in note 8), 286-90.
48. Harbison, High Crosses (as in note 8), 51 (Wl), figs.
139, 140, 909.

49. Harbison, High Crosses (as in note 8), 81 (Wl), figs.
254, 255.

14'7, 274, fig. 23).
Cf. Salomonson,

pointed out this connection at the conference in Prince-

"Kunstgeschichtliche

und ikono-

graphische Untersuchungen"(as in note 38), 20 n. 56.
41. E.g., Morey, Gold-Glass Collection (as in note 34), 8,
no. 29, pl. v:29; 10, no. 36, color pl. (no. 36), pl. vi:36;
26, no. 109, pl. xviii:109; 54, no. 315, pl. xxix:315; 65,
no. 397, pl. xxxiii:397. Cf. Testini, "Iconografia"(as in
note 34), 274, 276.

42. On the meaning and use of this and cognate terms
in the works of Early Christian writers, see J. K. Coyle,
"Concordia: The Holy Spirit as Bond of the Two Testa-

ments in Augustine, " Augustinianum: Periodicum Quadrimestre Instituti Patristici "Augustinianum" 22 (1982),
427-56, at 428-35.

43. On Sts. Peter and Paul, and concordia [apostolorum}, see Ch. Pietri, "Concordia apostolorum et renovatio urbis (culte des martyrs et propagande pontificale), " Melanges d'archeologie et d'histoire 73 (1961),
275-322, pl. i; Ch. Pietri, Roma christiana: Recherches sur
I'Eglise de Rome, son organisation, sapolitique, son ideologie

50. Harbison, High Crosses (as in note 8), 149 (Wl),
figs. 494, 495.
51. Harbison, High Crosses (as in note 8), 105 (Sl), figs.
335, 336.

52. Cf. Henry, Irish Art (as in note 47), 183-84; Harbison, High Crosses (as in note 8), 51 (Wl), 81 (Wl), 105
(Sl), 149 (Wl), 286-8'7, in which these images are consistently taken to represent "Christ in the tomb" and not
the Resurrection.

53. F. W. Deichmann, Repertorium der christlich-antiken
Sarkophage, vol. 1, Rom und Ostia (Deutsches Archaologisches Institut, Repertorium der christlich-antiken Sarkophage 1), ed. G. Bovini and H. Brandenburg (Wiesbaden,1967), 48-49, no. 49, pl. 16:49.
54. Deichmann, Repe rtorium (as in note 53), 57, no. 59;
cf. 127, no. 208; 57-58, no. 61;111, no. 175; 133-34, no.

224;262, no. 653; 268, no. 667; pis. 19:59, 19:61, 43:1'75,
51:224, 99:653, 101:667.

55. F. Benoit, Sarcophages paleochretiens d'Arles et de
Marseille: Fouilles et monuments archeologiques en France
metropolitaine (Gallia supplement 5) (Paris, 1954), 53, no.

de Miltiade a Sixte III (311-440) (Bibliotheque des Ecoles
Fran^aises d'Athenes et de Rome 224) (Rome, 1976),
1590-96; H. van Heintze, "Concordia Apostolorum:
Eine Bleitessera mit Paulus und Petrus, " in Theologia

58, pl. xxiii.
56. Roe, Kells (as in note 13), 28, described this cross as

Crucis, Signum Crucis: Festschriftfur ErichDinklerzum 70.
Geburtstag, ed. C. Andresen and G. Klein (Tubingen,
1979), 200-36, pis. 8-13 (figs. 1-15), at 218-19, 233-34.
44. I am grateful to Professor Peter Brown, who

don account in the apocryphal Gospel of Peter.
57. Harbison, High Crosses (as in note 8), 155 (S2), figs.
513, 813.

"adored by angels" and connected it with the Resurrec-
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58. Cassidy, Ritthwell Cross (as in note 33), pl. 25 (panel
N2).
59. G. Henderson, "TheJohn the Baptist Panel on the

bild 3) (Aschaffenburg, 1951), 42 with note, figs. 14, 22.

Ruthwell Cross, " Gesta 24, no. 1 (1985), 3-12, at 6-7.

donkey. Cf. Harbison, High Crosses(as in note 8), 248-49,
where a Return interpretation is proposed for a scene on
the Drumcliff cross (p. 72 [W5], figs. 221, 817).
62. Meyvaert, "New Perspective" (as in note 33),

60. K. Vogler, Die. Ikonographie der "Flucht nach Aegypten"(Arnstadt, 1930), 13; Henderson, 'John the Baptist
Panel"(as in note 59), 7.
61. This has been noted before by Meyvaert, "New Per-

spective" (as in note 33), 129. D. Hewlett, "Inscriptions
and Design of the Ruthwell Cross, " in Ruthwell Cross (as

Not taken into account here is the image type of the Return from Egypt which does not depict a journey on a

129-30. For the entries on this feast in calendars, etc.,

see L. Gougaud, "Sur trois anciennes fetes de NotreSeigneur," Bulletin d'anciennelitterature et d'archeologiechre-

in note 33), 71-93, at 74-75 n. 20, has reversed the di-

tiennes4 (1914), 208-10; M. Schneiders, "The Irish Calen-

rection in which the Ruthwell cross donkey of the Holy
Family is travelling, but would apparently have a predilection for interpreting it as the Return. Several checks
produced evidence that a left-to-right movement is usual
in medieval Flight scenes, but that it is not a fixed rule

dar in the Karlsruhe Bede, " Archiv fur Liturgiewissenschaft

(Vogler, Ikonographie [as in note 60], 13 [with notes
47-51 on pp. 79-80]). Sometimes Flight and Return
within one context both display left-to-right movement,
and in independent images of the Return the same direction can be observed (Vogler, Ihonographie, 14 [with

notes 53-54 on pp. 81-82]). Cf. H. Hommel, "Profectio
Mariae: Zur Ikonographie der 'Flucht nach Agypten, '"
Theologia Viatorum: Jahrbuch der Kirchlichen Hochschule

31 (1989), 33-78, at 42, 73.

63. When identified as the Return from Egypt, it can
also be associated quite naturally with the other scenes
on the Moone high cross that display divine intervendon: Daniel in the Lions' Den, the Sacrifice of Isaac, the

Multiplication of the Loaves and Fishes, and the Three
Hebrews in the Fiery Furnace.

64. This identification was proposed earlier by J. J.
Meagher, St. Lorcdn 0 Tuathail, 1128-1180: An Essay in

Twelfth-Century History (Dublin, 1980), 21, who also adduces the liturgical feastof "EductioChristi de Aegypto."
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The Case of Illuminated Gospel Books, " in Fourth International Conference on Insular Art (as in note 14), and the
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